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Abstract

Sugeno integral is one of the basic aggregation op-
erations on a qualitative scale where only minimum
and maximum, as well as order-reversing maps are
allowed. Recently some variants of this aggregation
operation, named soft and drastic integrals, have
been introduced in a previous work by three of the
authors. In these operations, importance weights
play the role of tolerance thresholds enabling full
satisfaction if ratings pass them. These new aggre-
gation operations use residuated implications, hence
need a slightly richer structure, and are part of
larger family of qualitative aggregations. Based on
some properties laid bare in a previous work, this
paper proposes characterisation theorems for four
variants of Sugeno integrals. These results pave the
way to decision-theoretic axiomatizations of these
natural qualitative aggregations.

Keywords: Sugeno integral, residuated implica-
tions, multifactorial evaluation

1. Introduction

In multi-criteria decision making, Sugeno integrals
[20, 21] are commonly used as qualitative aggrega-
tion functions [16]. The definitions of these inte-
grals are based on a monotonic set-function named
capacity or fuzzy measure that aims to qualitatively
represent the likelihood of sets of possible states of
nature, the importance of sets of criteria, etc. These
set functions are currently used in many areas such
as uncertainty modeling [8, 9], multiple criteria ag-
gregation [15] or in game theory [18].
Capacities can be exploited in different ways

when aggregating local ratings of objects accord-
ing to various criteria, and different qualitative in-
tegrals have been laid bare to that effect [10]. In
the case of Sugeno integrals the capacity is used as
a bound that restricts the global evaluation from
below or from above. In the other cases, the ca-
pacity is considered as a tolerance threshold such
that overcoming it is sufficient to reach the best
global evaluation of the object under study. When
this threshold is not reached there are two possibil-
ities. Either the local rating remains as it stands
or it is modified: improved if the criterion is little
important, downgraded if it is important. These

possibilities give rise to new aggregation operations
in the qualitative setting, namely the soft integrals
and the drastic integrals, respectively [10].

These qualitative integrals are valued in a scale
equipped with a residuated implication and an invo-
lutive negation [10, 11]. More precisely, the evalua-
tion scale is both a totally ordered Heyting algebra
and a Kleene algebra.

The aim of this paper is to establish characteriza-
tion theorems for the soft qualitative integrals and
the drastic qualitative integrals. These results are
stated in Theorems 5.6, 5.8, 6.5, 6.7. Such char-
acterization results pave the way to an axiomatiza-
tion of such criteria in terms of preference relations
between evaluated objects, as previously done for
Sugeno integrals [8, 9].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the framework and notations, Section 3
deals with the characteristic properties of soft inte-
grals and Section 4 with those of drastic integrals.

2. Framework and notations

We adopt the terminology and notations usual in
multi-criteria decision making, where some alter-
natives are evaluated according to a common set
C = {1, . . . , n} = [n] of criteria. A common evalua-
tion scale L is assumed to provide ratings according
to the criteria: each alternative is thus identified
with a function f ∈ LC which maps every crite-
rion i of C to the local rating fi of the alternative
with regard to this criterion. We assume that L is
a totally ordered set with 1 and 0 as top and bot-
tom, respectively (L may be the real unit interval
[0, 1] for instance). We denote by ∧ and ∨ the min-
imum and maximum operation on L. In addition,
we assume that L is equipped with a unary order
reversing involutive operation t 7→ 1 − t. In the
definitions of the qualitative integrals that we con-
sider in the paper, the relative weights of the sets
of criteria are modeled through a capacity, which is
an order-preserving map γ : 2C → L that satisfies
γ(∅) = 0 and γ(C) = 1. The conjugate capacity γc
of γ is defined by γc(A) = 1−γ(A) for every A ⊆ C,
where A denotes the complement of A.

In order to define the qualitative integrals con-
sidered in this paper, we also equip L with binary
operations denoted by →D,→G,→GC , ?D, ?G, ?GC
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and defined by

a→D b = (1− a) ∨ b,
a→G b = 1 if a ≤ b, and b otherwise,

a→GC b = (1− b)→G (1− a),
a ? b = 1− (a→ (1− b)), (1)

for every a, b∈L and every (→,?)∈{(→D, ?D), (→G,
?G), (→GC , ?GC)}. Moreover, it can be checked
that a → b = 1 − (a ? (1 − b)) for the three
above pairs. Besides the other pairs (→, ?) ∈ {(→G

, ?D), (→D, ?G), (→GC , ?GC)} are linked by residu-
ation, namely for these three latter pairs, we have
a → b = sup{x ∈ L | a ? x ≤ b} [4]. Note that
the operations→D,→G, and→GC are the Kleene -
Dienes, Gödel and contraposed Gödel implications,
respectively. It is convenient to note that by defi-
nition of ?G we have a ?G b = 0 if a ≤ 1 − b, and
a ?G b = b otherwise, so it is a non-commutative
conjunction. In particular,

a ?G 0 = 0, b ?G 1 = 1, 0 ?G a = 0, 1 ?G a = a,

for every a ∈ L and b ∈ L \ {0}. Also, it is easily
checked that

a ?GC b = b ?G a,

for every a, b ∈ L. Finally, note that ?D is just the
minimum ∧.
Now we can recall the definitions of the qualita-

tive integrals that we consider in this paper [10].

Definition 2.1. Let ? ∈ {?D, ?G, ?GC} and γ be a
capacity. We define the mapping

∫ ?
γ

: LC → L by
setting ∫ ?

γ

f =
∨
A⊆C

(
γ(A) ?

∧
i∈A

fi
)
,

for all f ∈ LC . For→∈ {→D,→G,→GC}, we define
the mapping

∫→
γ

: LC → L by setting∫ →
γ

f =
∧
A⊆C

(
γc(A)→

∨
i∈A

fi
)
,

for all f ∈ LC .

The integrals associated to the Gödel (resp. con-
traposed Gödel) implication or to the conjunction
?G (resp. ?GC) related by (1) to the implication, are
called soft integrals (resp. drastic integrals). These
names need some comments. If → is Gödel impli-
cation, the term γc(A) →

∨
i∈A fi is 1 if some fi

is large enough in A, and is equal to the maximum
value of f on A otherwise. In particular, the vector
with components γc({i})→ fi is a softened version
of f . On the other hand, the term γc(A)→

∨
i∈A fi,

when → is the contrapositive version of Gödel im-
plication becomes 1 or γc(A), so that this integral
does not use the local ratingsfi but for testing its
position with respect to the weights, in such a way
that the local criterion scales become binary (1 or

the value of some weight). This is what we mean
by a drastic behavior.

Also, for every capacity γ, we have
∫ ?D

γ
=
∫→D

γ
=∫

γ
where

∫
γ
is a mapping LC → L called Sugeno

integral, which is equivalently expressed by [17]:∫
γ

f =
∨
A⊆C

(
γ(A) ∧

∧
i∈A

fi
)

=
∧
A⊆C

(
γ(A) ∨

∨
i∈A

fi
)
.

3. Simple qualitative aggregation schemes
on positive scales

This section focuses on special cases of the above
qualitative aggregation functions. They essentially
generalize two elementary qualitative aggregation
schemes:

• The first one, which maps f ∈ LC to
∧n
i=1 fi,

is pessimistic and very demanding; namely, in
order to obtain a good global evaluation, an
object needs to satisfy all the criteria.
• The second one, which maps f ∈ LC to

∨n
i=1 fi,

is optimistic and very loose; namely, one ful-
filled criterion is enough to obtain a good global
evaluation.

These two aggregation schemes can be slightly gen-
eralised by means of importance levels or priorities
πi ∈ L, on the criteria i ∈ [n]. Suppose πi is in-
creasing with the importance of i. A fully impor-
tant criterion has importance weight πi = 1. In
the following, we assume πi > 0 for every i ∈ [n],
i.e., there is no useless criterion. In this section,
we also assume πi = 1, for some criterion i (the
most important one). These importance levels can
alter each local evaluation fi in different manners.
More precisely, πi can act as a saturation thresh-
old that blocks the global score under or above a
certain value dependent on the importance level of
criterion i. Alternatively, πi can be considered as
a threshold above which the decision-maker is per-
fectly satisfied and under which the local rating is
altered or not. There are two such rating modifica-
tion schemes. All of them use a pair (implication,
conjunction) defined previously. Let us present all
these cases in details.

3.1. Saturation levels

Here the importance weights act as saturation lev-
els: they reduce the evaluation scale from above or
from below. The rating fi is modified either into
(1− πi) ∨ fi ∈ [1− πi, 1], or into πi ∧ fi ∈ [0, πi]. A
fully important criterion can affect the whole global
score scale.

• In a demanding aggregation, all the important
criteria have to be satisfied, which justifies the
prioritized minimum [5]:

SLMINπ(f) =
n∧
i=1

(
(1−πi)∨fi

)
=

n∧
i=1

πi →D fi.
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Hence an important criterion can alone bring
the overall score very low and a criterion i that
is of little importance cannot downgrade the
overall score under a certain level 1−πi. A fully
important criterion (πi = 1) acts as a veto as it
can lead to a zero global score if violated. This
is why under this aggregation scheme, such cri-
teria can actually be viewed as soft constraints
[3]. The weights πi are priorities, that affect
the level of acceptance of objects that violate
criteria.
• In a loose aggregation we just need to satisfy
one important criterion, which justifies the
prioritized maximum [5, 19]:

SLMAXπ(f) =
n∨
i=1

πi ∧ fi =
n∨
i=1

πi ?D fi.

In this case an important criterion is one that
alone can bring a good overall score (a maximal
one for a fully important criterion) and a not
important criterion can never alone bring the
overall score higher than πi.

It is well-known that if the evaluation scale of the
local ratings fi is reduced to {0, 1} (Boolean crite-
ria) then letting Af = {i : fi = 1} be the set of cri-
teria satisfied by object f , SLMAXπ(f) =

∨
{πi :

i ∈ Af} = Π(Af ) is a possibility measure [22] (i.e,
a capacity Π that satisfies Π(A∪B) = Π(A)∨Π(B)
for every A,B ⊆ C), and SLMINπ(f) =

∧
{1−πi :

i 6∈ Af} = N(Af ) is a necessity measure [6] (i.e., a
capacity N that satisfies N(A∩B) = N(A)∧N(B)
for every A,B ⊆ C). Note that we have the fol-
lowing De Morgan-like property, that extends the
well-known duality Π(A) = 1 − N(A), where A is
the complement of A, to graded tuples f :

SLMAXπ(f) = 1− SLMINπ(1− f).

3.2. Softening thresholds

The importance weight πi of a criterion can be con-
sidered as a threshold that if passed by the corre-
sponding local rating, is sufficient to obtain a full
local score. Namely, if fi is greater than πi then
the local rating becomes maximal, i.e., equals 1.
Otherwise, if fi is less than πi, then the local rat-
ing remains as it stands. Clearly, the effect of the
weight πi on the original local rating fi is to turn it
into πi →G fi.

• The demanding soft aggregation is obtained by
replacing →D by →G. We get

STMINπ(f) =
n∧
i=1

πi →G fi.

The idea is still that the evaluated item should
get good grades for all important criteria. In
this case, a criterion is all the less important as
the required rating for considering it fulfilled is

low. A fully important criterion is considered
satisfied only if fi = 1. A criterion i with a low
importance weight πi is fully satisfied even by
objects for which fi is low, provided that this
local rating is above πi.
• We can define the corresponding loose aggrega-
tion, changing ∧ into the conjunction ?G associ-
ated to→G in the SLMAX aggregation scheme:

STMAXπ(f) =
n∨
i=1

πi ?G fi.

Since πi ?G fi = 0 as soon as fi ≤ 1 − πi, it
means that for a criterion of low importance,
the local rating for criterion imust be very high
(at least 1 − πi) to influence the global score
and it is eliminated otherwise. On the contrary,
an important criterion i may affect the global
rating even if the corresponding local rating is
low.

It is easy to see that
• STMINπ(f) = 1 if and only if fi ≥ πi for
every i ∈ [n], that is if and only if the local rat-
ings reach at least the levels prescribed by the
importance thresholds. Note that is a rather
unsurprising demand.
• STMINπ(f) = 0 if and only if there is some i ∈

[n] such that fi = 0, that is, if some criterion
is totally violated.
• STMAXπ(f) = 1 if and only if there is some
i ∈ [n] such that fi = 1, that is, if some crite-
rion is totally satisfied.

• STMAXπ(f) = 0 if and only if fi ≤ 1− πi for
every i ∈ [n], that is, if no criterion passes the
rating threshold 1− πi.

In fact, with STMINπ(f), the weights select vio-
lated criteria that alone are enough to eliminate f ,
and with STMAXNπ(f), the weights select satis-
fied criteria that alone are enough to accept f .
We have again the following De Morgan-like du-

ality:

STMAXπ(f) = 1− STMINπ(1− f).

However, STMINπ(f) and STMAXπ(f) cannot
be considered as a proper generalization to fuzzy
events of possibility and necessity measures, since
when the fi’s belong to {0, 1} and f is the char-
acteristic function µB of set B, we do not get
STMINπ(µB) = N(B), nor STMAXπ(µB) =
Π(B).

Indeed, in that case STMINπ(f) ∈ {0, 1}
and STMAXπ(f) ∈ {0, 1} as well. Namely
STMINπ(µB) = 1 if B = C, 0 otherwise, and
STMAXπ(µB) = 1 if B 6= ∅, and 0 otherwise. In
other words, everything happens as if weights were
all equal to 1, STMINπ being a standard conjunc-
tion, and STMAXπ a standard disjunction. It is
known [7] that the residuation-based extension of
necessity measures to fuzzy events is not based on
Gödel implication, but on its contrapositive form.
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3.3. Drastic thresholdings

Another way of handling importance weights is to
downgrade or upgrade local ratings to a fixed value
when they fail to reach the importance thresholds
πi, this prescribed value decreasing with the im-
portance of the criterion. Namely, if fi < πi then
we set the rating to 1 − πi. As a consequence, the
modified rating is modeled by πi →GC fi, so that
the local evaluation scale of criterion i is reduced to
pseudo-Boolean values in the set {1− πi, 1}, which
is a drastic way of handling graded ratings. Again
we shall have demanding and loose aggregations.

• The demanding aggregation will be

DTMINπ(f) =
n∧
i=1

πi →GC fi.

When violated (i.e. a threshold πi is missed),
an important criterion alone may drastically
downgrade the overall score, while the local rat-
ing according to an unimportant criterion may
be upgraded (in each case, to 1 − πi, which
is low in the first case and high in the second
case).
• The loose counterpart will be

DTMAXπ(f) =
n∨
i=1

πi ?GC fi.

An important criterion, if satisfied, can alone
bring the overall score to a high value but an
unimportant criterion, even if satisfied, cannot
bring the overall score to a high value (πi in
each case).

Letting A↓f = {i : fi < πi}, we observe that
DTMINπ(f) = N(A↓f ). Likewise denoting A↑f =
{i : fi > 1 − πi}, we observe that DTMAXπ(f) =
Π(A↑f ), so that when fi ∈ {0, 1}, we do get necessity
and possibility measures (and then, A↓f = A↑f ). We
have again the following duality:

DTMAXπ(f) = 1−DTMINπ(1− f).

3.4. Weighted min and max as special cases
of qualitative integrals

When in the proposed qualitative integrals sub-
sumed by Definition 2.1 (Sugeno, soft, drastic) the
capacity is restricted to a possibility or a necessity
measure, we have the following result [12]:

Proposition 3.1. If γ is a necessity measure N ,
then

∫→G
N

= STMINπ and
∫→GC
N

= DTMINπ.
If γ is a possibility measure Π then

∫ ?G
Π =

STMAXπ and
∫ ?GC

Π = DTMAXπ.

Note that we cannot exchange possibility and ne-
cessity measures in the above results, as the corre-
sponding expressions no longer simplify.

4. The case of Sugeno integrals: known facts

A characterization theorem of the Sugeno integral
is given in [1]. It can be stated in the following way.
Recall that f, g ∈ LC are said to be comonotone, if
for every i, j ∈ [n], if f(i) < f(j) then g(i) ≤ g(j),
and if g(i) < g(j) then f(i) ≤ f(j). It is equivalent
to say that for every permutation σ on [n], we have
f(σ(1)) ≤ · · · ≤ f(σ(n)) if and only if g(σ(1)) ≤
· · · ≤ g(σ(n)). For every A ⊆ C, we denote by
1A the characteristic function 1A : C → {0, 1} of A.
Besides, remember that ∧ = ?D.

Theorem 4.1 ([1]). Let I : LC → L. There is a
capacity γ such that I(f) =

∫
γ
f for every f ∈ LC

if and only if the following properties are satisfied

1. I(f ∨ g) = I(f) ∨ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2. I(a ∧ f) = a ?D I(f), for every a ∈ L and
f ∈ LC .

3. I(1C) = 1

Equivalently, conditions (1-3) can be replaced by
conditions (1’-3’) below.

1’. I(f ∧ g) = I(f) ∧ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2’. I(a →D f) = a →D I(f), for every a ∈ L and
f ∈ LC .

3’. I(0) = 0

In the next sections, we aim to obtain character-
ization results of the drastic and soft integrals in
the spirit of Theorem 4.1. Informally speaking, the
method we use to search for an axiomatization of∫ ?
γ
where ? ∈ {?G, ?GC} is the following. We try to

split f in small chunks in such a way that
∫ ?
γ
com-

mutes with the decomposition and such that the
values of

∫ ?
γ

on any of these chunks is easily mas-
tered.

We end this section by giving the following alter-
native formulations of these integrals.
Remark 4.2. For any f ∈ LC , any inequality ./ ∈
{≤,≥, <,>}, and any a ∈ L we denote by {f ./ a}
the set {i ∈ C | fi ./ a}. Moreover, we use the sym-
bol ·(i) to indicate that the indices have been rear-
ranged so that f(1) ≤ · · · ≤ f(n), and A(i) stands for
{(i), . . . , (n)} for every i ∈ [n], with the convention
A(n+1) = ∅.

Proposition 4.3 ([12]). For any ? ∈ {?G, ?GC},
any → ∈ {→G,→GC}, any capacity γ and any f ∈
LC → L we have∫ ?

γ

f =
n∨
i=1

γ(A(i)) ? f(i),

∫ →
γ

f =
n∧
i=1

γc(A(i+1))→ f(i),∫ ?

γ

f =
∨
a∈L

γ({f ≥ a}) ? a,
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∫ →
γ

f =
∧
a∈L

γc({f ≤ a})→ a.

Moreover, using the relation between the implica-
tion and the conjunction, it is not difficult to prove
the following relation.

Lemma 4.4. If (?,→) ∈ {(?G,→G), (?GC ,→GC)},
if γ is a capacity and if f ∈ LC , then we have∫→
γ
f = 1−

∫ ?
γc(1− f).

5. Axiomatization of the soft integrals

We begin this section with some technical results
that will be used in the proofs of the characteriza-
tion theorems of the soft and drastic integrals.

Lemma 5.1. If f ∈ LC then f =
∨n
i=1 1A(i) ?Gf(i).

Proof: For any i, k ∈ [n], we have f(i) ≤ fk
if k ∈ A(i). It follows that 1A(i)(k) ?G f(i) = 0 if
fk < f(i). We then have

n∨
i=1

1A(i)(k) ?G f(i) =
∨
{f(i) | f(i) ≤ fk},

= fk,

which is the desired result. �

Lemma 5.2. For every capacity γ, the map∫ ?G

γ
: LC → L is order-preserving.

Proof: The proof directly follows from the def-
inition of the integral using the fact that the map
x 7→ a ?G x in order-preserving for every a ∈ L.

�
In order to prove the following Lemma, let us

recall that for any two comonotone f, g ∈ LC and
any a ∈ L we have either {f ≥ a} ⊆ {g ≥ a} or
{g ≥ a} ⊆ {f ≥ a}.

Lemma 5.3. For any comonotone f, g ∈ LC , we
have

∫ ?G

γ
(f ∨ g) =

∫ ?G

γ
f ∨

∫ ?G

γ
g.

Proof: The inequality
∫ ?G

γ
(f ∨ g) ≥

∫ ?G

γ
f ∨∫ ?G

γ
g follows from Lemma 5.2. Let us prove the

other inequality. Let a ∈ L. If {f ≥ a} ⊆ {g ≥ a}
then {f ∨ g ≥ a} = {f ≥ a} ∪ {g ≥ a} = {g ≥ a}.
It follows that

γ({f ∨ g ≥ a}) ?G a = γ({g ≥ a}) ?G a (2)
≤
(
γ({g ≥ a}) ?G a

)
∨
(
γ({f ≥ a}) ?G a

)
. (3)

By symmetry, (3) also holds whenever {g ≥ a} ⊆
{f ≥ a}, i.e., inequality (3) holds for every a ∈ L.
By Proposition 4.3 we then obtain∫ ?G

γ

(f ∨ g) ≤
∨
a∈L

((
γ({g ≥ a}) ?G a

)
∨
(
γ({f ≥ a}) ?G a

))
=

∫ ?G

γ

f ∨
∫ ?G

γ

g

which gives the desired result. �

Lemma 5.4. For a given f , assume the criteria
are well-ordered such that f(1) ≤ · · · ≤ f(n); then
for every f ∈ LC and every ` ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1},
the maps 1A(`) ?G f(`) and

∨n
i=`+1 1A(i) ?G f(i) are

comonotone.

Proof: We represent both maps as vectors
of components ordered according to (1), . . . , (n),
so that A(`) = {(`), . . . , (n)}. In consequence:
1A(`) ?G f(`) = (0, · · · , 0, f(`), · · · , f(`)︸ ︷︷ ︸);

A(`)∨n
i=`+1 1A(i) ?G f(i) = (0, · · · , 0, 0, f(`+1), · · · , f(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸),

A(`)
hence it is easy to check that the two maps are
comonotone. �

Lemma 5.5. For any capacity γ, any B ⊆ C and
any a ∈ L we have

∫ ?G

γ
(1B ?G a) = γ(B) ?G a. In

particular,
∫ ?G

γ
1B ∈ {0, 1} for every B ⊆ C, and∫ ?G

γ
1C = 1.

Proof: We use Proposition 4.3 and evaluate
the integral as

∫ ?G

γ
f =

∨n
i=1 γ(A(i)) ?G f(i), where

f = 1B ?G a. Note that if i ∈ B, then 1B(i) ?G a =
a and 0 otherwise. So, there is j such that B =
A(j) = {(j), . . . , (n)}. So we get

∫ ?G

γ
(1B ?G a) =∨n

i≥j γ(A(i)) ?G a, and the maximum is attained for
i = j. Finally if a = 1 note that 1B(i)?G a ∈ {0, 1},
and 1C(i) ?G 1 = 1. �

We can now prove our first characterization re-
sult.

Theorem 5.6. Let I : LC → L be a mapping.
There is a capacity γ such that I(f) =

∫ ?G

γ
f for

every f ∈ LC if and only if the following properties
are satisfied.

1. I(f ∨ g) = I(f) ∨ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2. There is a capacity λ : 2C → L such that
I(1A ?G a) = λ(A) ?G a for every a ∈ L and
every A ⊆ C.

In that case, we have γ = λ.

Proof: Necessity is obtained by Lemmas 5.3
and 5.5. For sufficiency, assume that I is a mapping
that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 and let f ∈ LC . By
Lemma 5.1 we have I(f) = I(

∨n
i=1 1A(i) ?Gf(i)). By

assumption 1 and Lemma 5.4, the latter expression
is in turn equal to

∨n
i=1 I(1A(i) ?G f(i)), and to∨n

i=1 λ(A(i)) ?G f(i) by assumption 2. Since λ

is a capacity, we conclude that I(f) =
∫ ?G

λ
f by

Proposition 4.3. �

Note that here, condition 3 in Th. 4.1, namely
I(1C) = 1, holds for free in Th. 5.6, since λ is
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a capacity, while conditions 1 are identical in both
theorems. Moreover, ?G in Th. 5.6 replaces ?D = ∧
in Th. 4.1. We use Theorem 5.6 and the two fol-
lowing lemmas to obtain a characterization of

∫→G

γ
.

Lemma 5.7. For any capacity γ, any A ⊆ C and
any a ∈ L,

∫→G

γ
(1A →G a) = γc(A) →G a. In

particular,
∫→G

γ
1C = 1.

Proof: We first obtain∫ →G

γ

(1A →G a) = 1−
∫ ?G

γc

(
1− (1A →G a)

)
= 1−

∫ ?G

γc

(
1A ?G (1− a)

)
,

where the first identity is obtained by Lemma
4.4 and the second by Equation (1). By Lemma
5.5, the latter expression is in turn equal to
1 −

(
γc(A) ?G (1 − a)

)
, and to γc(A) →G a using

again identity (1). �

Theorem 5.8. Let I : LC → L be a mapping.
There is a capacity γ such that I(f) =

∫→G

γ
f for

every f ∈ LC if and only if the following properties
are satisfied.

1. I(f ∧ g) = I(f) ∧ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2. There is a capacity ρ : 2C → L such that
I(1A →G a) = ρ(A)→G a for every a ∈ L.

If these conditions are satisfied then γ = ρc.

Proof: Necessity follows easily by Lemma 5.7
and by combining Lemma 4.4 with Lemma 5.3. For
sufficiency, let I be a mapping satisfying conditions
1 and 2 of the statement and define I ′ : LC → L
by setting I ′(f) = 1 − I(1 − f) for every f ∈ LC .
We obtain from our assumptions that I ′ satisfies
assumptions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.6 for λ = ρ. It
follows that I ′(f) =

∫ ?G

ρ
f , whence I(f) =

∫→G

ρc f

for every f ∈ LC by Lemma 4.4. �

6. Axiomatization of the drastic integrals

We apply a similar method to find a characteri-
zation of the soft integrals. First note that from
Lemma 5.1 we immediately obtain by definition of
?GC that

f =
n∨
i=1

f(i) ?GC 1A(i) , (4)

for every f ∈ LC . With this assumption, we also de-
duce from Lemma 5.4 that if ` ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, then
the maps f(`)?GC 1A(`) and

∨n
i=`+1 f(i)?GC 1A(i) are

comonotone. Finally, since the map x 7→ a ?GC x is
order-preserving for every a ∈ L, we directly deduce
the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. For every capacity γ, the map∫ ?GC

γ
: LC → L is order-preserving.

Moreover, an analysis of the proof of Lemma 5.3
shows that we can substitute ?G by ?GC in this
proof, i.e. we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2. For every capacity γ and every
comonotone f, g ∈ LC , we have

∫ ?GC

γ
(f ∨ g) =∫ ?GC

γ
f ∨

∫ ?GC

γ
g.

Lemma 6.3. For every capacity γ, every A ⊆ C
and every a ∈ L,

∫ ?GC

γ
(a ?GC 1A) = a ?G γ(A). In

particular,
∫ ?GC

γ
1C = 1.

Proof: We use the expression from
Prop. 4.3 and evaluate the integral

∫ ?GC

γ
(a ?GC

1A) =
∨
B⊆C γ(B) ?GC ∧i∈B(a ?GC 1A(i)) =∨

B⊆C ∧i∈B(1A(i) ?G a) ?G γ(B). However
∧i∈B(1A(i) ?G a) = a if B ⊆ A and 0 otherwise.
So
∫ ?GC

γ
f =

∨
B⊆A a ?G γ(B), attained for B = A.

It is clear that if A = C and a = 1 the result is 1.
�

In particular, we have
∫ ?GC

γ
1A = γ(A) for every

A ⊆ C, which entails the following property.

Lemma 6.4. For any capacity γ, any A ⊆ C and
a ∈ L, we have

∫ ?GC

γ
a ?GC 1A = a ?G

∫ ?GC

γ
1A.

We are ready to prove the following characteriza-
tion result.

Theorem 6.5. Let I : LC → L be a mapping.
There is a capacity γ such that I(f) =

∫ ?GC

γ
f for

every f ∈ LC if and only if the following properties
are satisfied.

1. I(f ∨ g) = I(f) ∨ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2. For every A ⊆ C and every a ∈ L we have
I(1A ?G a) = I(1A) ?GC a.

3. I(1C) = 1.

If these conditions are satisfied then γ is defined by
γ(A) = I(1A) for every A ⊆ C.

Proof: Necessity is obtained by Lemmas 6.1 –
6.4. For sufficiency, assume that I : LC → L is
a mapping that satisfies assumptions 3 – 2 and
let f ∈ LC . By identity (4) we have I(f) =
I(
∨n
i=1 1A(i) ?G f(i)). By assumption 1, the latter

expression is in turn equal to
∨n
i=1 I(1A(i) ?G f(i)),

and to
∨n
i=1 I(1A(i)) ?GC f(i) by assumption 2.

Let λ : 2C → L be the set function defined by
λ(A) = I(1A) for every A ⊆ C. We prove that λ is
a capacity. From assumption 3, we obtain succes-
sively λ(C) = I(1C) = 1. Similarly, we obtain from
assumptions 3 and 2:

λ(∅) = I(0) = I(0 ?GC 1C) = 0 ?G λ(C) = 0,

which gives λ(∅) = 0. Finally, for every A ⊆ B we
have 1?GC1A ≤ 1?GC1B , which gives by conditions
1 and 2

λ(A) = λ(A) ?G 1
= I(1 ?GC 1A) ≤ I(1 ?GC 1B)
= 1 ?G λ(B) = λ(B),
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and we conclude that λ is a capacity.
Finally, we obtain I(f) =

∫ ?GC

λ
f by Lemma 4.3.

�
Clearly, this result parallels previous Theorems

4.1 and 5.6, with in particular identical conditions
1. Moreover, the difference between soft and dras-
tic (conjunction-based) integrals is characterized by
two expressions of condition 2 with the same left-
hand part, where ?GC replaces ?G in the right-hand
part (which should not come as a surprise).
We proceed further to obtain a characterization

of the class of integrals
∫→GC

γ
.

Lemma 6.6. For any capacity γ, any A ⊆ C and
a ∈ L, we have

∫→GC

γ
(a →GC 1A) = a →G γ(A).

In particular,
∫→GC

γ
1A = γ(A) and

∫→GC

γ
1C = 1.

Proof: We first obtain∫ →GC

γ

(a→GC 1A) = 1−
∫ ?GC

γc

(
a→GC 1A

)
= 1−

∫ ?GC

γc

(a ?GC 1A),

where the first identity is obtained by Lemma 4.4.
By Lemma 6.3, the latter expression is in turn
equal to 1− (a?G γc(A)), and finally to a→G γ(A).
The particular cases are obtained by noting that
1A = 1→GC 1A for every A ⊆ C. �

Theorem 6.7. Let I : LC → L be a mapping.
There is a capacity γ such that I(f) =

∫→GC

γ
f for

every f ∈ LC if and only if the following properties
are satisfied.

1. I(f ∧ g) = I(f) ∧ I(g), for any comonotone
f, g ∈ LC .

2. For every A ⊆ C and a ∈ L we have I(a→GC

1A) = a→G I(1A).
3. I(0) = 0.

If these conditions are satisfied then γ is defined by
γ(A) = I(1A) for every A ⊆ C.

Proof: Necessity follows easily by Lemma 6.6
and by combining Lemma 4.4 with Lemmas 6.1 and
6.2. For sufficiency, let I be a mapping satisfying
conditions 3 – 2 of the statement and define I ′ :
LC → L by setting I ′(f) = 1 − I(1 − f) for every
f ∈ LC . We obtain from our assumptions that I ′
satisfies assumptions 3 and 1 of Th. 6.5. Let us
prove that I ′ also satisfies condition 2 of Th. 6.5.
We first obtain by definition that

I ′(a ?GC 1A) = 1− I
(
1− (a ?GC 1A)

)
= 1− I(a→GC 1A).

The latter expression is equal to 1− (a→G I(1A))
by assumption 2 and finally to a ?G (1 − I(1A)) =
a ?G I

′(1A). It follows that I ′(f) =
∫ ?GC

γ
f where γ

is defined by γ(A) = I ′(1A) for every A ⊆ C. Then
we obtain by definition of I ′ that

I(f) = 1−
∫ ?GC

γ

(1− f) =
∫ →GC

γc

f.

Moreover γc(A) = 1−γ(A) = 1−I ′(1−1A) = I(1A)
for every A ⊆ C. We conclude that I(f) =

∫→GC

ρ
f

where ρ(A) = I(1A) for every A ⊆ C. �

Again there is a striking parallel between Th. 4.1,
5.8 and 6.7. In Th. 5.8, as γ is a capacity, we get
I(0) = 0.

7. Future works

Based on the above characterisation results, there
are two points that need further investigations.
First, it looks natural to specialize the main the-
orems 5.6, 5.8, 6.5, 6.7 to the various weighted ver-
sions of min and max, whereby the capacity is re-
stricted to possibility and necessity measures. The
natural idea is to drop the assumption of comono-
tonicity of f and g in those theorems. This is es-
pecially clear for drastic integrals in the case of Th.
6.5 where γ(A) = I(1A). Then, the maxitivity of
I implies the one of γ, and thus I = DTMAX.
Likewise, for Th. 6.7, for which the minitivity of
I implies the one of γ, and thus I = DTMIN . It
is less obvious for the soft integrals, that do not
straightforwardly generalize possibility and neces-
sity measures.

Another natural question is to carry the represen-
tation results over to preference relations between
alternatives f, g, looking for properties of these pref-
erence relations which ensure they can be repre-
sented by soft or drastic integrals, generalizing the
already existing results for Sugeno integrals [8].

Yet another problem is to find characteristic prop-
erties of residuation integrals based on Łukasiewicz
implication [13]. More generally, finding character-
istic properties of integrals similar to those in Def.
2.1 based on other pairs (→, ?) where ? 6= ∧ is an
interesting question. Indeed, structures similar to
(→D,→G,→GC, ?D, ?G, ?GC) (induced by the mini-
mum, as recalled in the 2d paragraph of Section 2),
can be found. In particular, we may think of

i the pair (a → b =
{

1 if a ≤ b,
a→D b if a > b,

and

a ? b = min(a ?G b, a ?GC b)), where ? is the
nilpotent minimum;

ii general pairs (→, ?) where ? is a left-continuous
triangular norm, and a→ b = 1− (a ? (1− b)),
since the above structure based on 3 conjunc-
tions and 3 implications still holds [14], even if
reduced to a single pair for nilpotent t-norms.

iii the qualitative pairs (→, ?) associated with the
6-tuple of implications and conjunctions (→RG,
→X ,→XC , ?M , ?lT , ?rTC), defined by
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a a→RG b =
{

1 if a ≤ b,
0 if a > b;

b a→X b =
{

1 if b = 1,
1− a if b 6= 1;

c a→XC b =
{

1 if a = 0,
b if a 6= 0;

d a ?M b =
{

1 if a > 1− b,
0 if a ≤ 1− b;

e a ?lT b =
{

0 if b = 0,
a if b 6= 0;

f a ?rTC b =
{

0 if a = 0,
b if a 6= 0.

This largely ignored 6-tuple (except in the
three-valued case, see [2]), uses Rescher-Gaines
implication →RG, generated by the symmetri-
cal conjunction ?M (which expresses that (a, b)
is fully acceptable if their mean is strictly
greater than 1/2, and fully rejected otherwise).
As can be checked, it satisfies all the properties
described in the second paragraph of Section 2,
namely for every a, b∈L, we have:

(i) for all (→, ?) ∈ {(→RG, ?M ), (→X , ?lT ),
(→XC , ?rTC)}, a ? b = 1 − (a → (1 − b))
and a→ b = 1− (a ? (1− b)),

(ii) the pairs (→, ?) ∈ {(→X , ?M), (→RG, ?lT ),
(→XC , ?rTC)} are linked by residuation,

(iii) a→XC b = (1− b)→X (1− a)
and β ?lT a = a ?rTC b.

The similarity between the 6-tuples (→D,→G,
→GC , ?D, ?G, ?GC) and (→RG,→X ,→XC , ?M , ?lT ,
?rTC) is striking. Especially, they both make sense
in a purely qualitative setting.
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